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10 websites
for the
summer

It’s summer at last! That also means that it is the last week of June and that this is the last Weekly English Practice of the ‘English Learning’ year. So instead of giving you an article
to read and listen to as normal, we have decided to give you links to websites where you can practice your reading and listening skills during the summer. Don’t take a
break from English this summer, take a break from work and use your free time to explore the online world of English websites and apps. See you again in September!

Real news stories from around the world told in three levels. Read and
listen to the basic version first, then the intermediate description.
Finally, watch the original video and read the transcript. Updated
several times a week. Mark it as a favourite in your phone’s browser!

elpais.com/elpais/inenglish.html
El País, in English. It’s that simple!

BBC
Learning
English
A wonderful site
with many
resources. We
especially
recommend ‘6
minute English’
and ‘Words in
the News’.

www.lyricstraining.com

http://www.flo-joe.com

Watch the video of your favourite song and fill
in the gaps in the lyrics. This addictive game will
give you hours of fun! Choose between
Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced and Expert
levels. You won’t be able to stop!

Perhaps the best website on the whole internet for preparing
Cambridge exams and practising the required skills. It has both free
and paid services.

www.anglo-link.com

www.newsinlevels.com

weeklyenglishpractice.wordpress.com
Access over two years of Weekly English Practice reading, writing,
speaking and audio material.

www.ted.com/talks
Over 2000 short, inspiring talks that are free to watch and download.
They have subtitles in English (and other languages) and you can read
and print the transcript. Use the filters to choose topics, length, language
etc. This is an incredible resource - use it!!

www.thelocal.es

Great videos that help you improve different
aspects of your English. Thanks Minoo!

News and events from Spain in English.
This is an excellent website for reading
a little English everyday. Mark it as a
favourite in your phone’s browser!

www.engvid.com
Learn English for free with
800+ video lessons by
experienced native-speaker
teachers. Grammar,
vocabulary, pronunciation,
exam preparation and more!

tel: 945 042152 - twitter: englishcoaching - facebook: English Coaching Projects - www.englishcoachingprojects.net - info@englishcoachingprojects.net

A big thank you to everybody who came to our 5th anniversary party - we had great fun! We’ve had many great social
events this year and we intend to continue in July and of course when the new course begins in October. We have
plans for guided tours, a Curling evening, our 2nd Pintxo Competition and Fred Talks 2! We hope to see you there!
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All our Fred Talks were
recorded and you can see them
on our YouTube channel. Click
on the Fred Talks playlist and
discover… how to improve the
rhythm of your English, why
living abroad is good for you,
22 facts about Russia, what the
difference between Irish and Irish English is, why we should ban
bosses, if lyrics are important or not for enjoying music, why
we won’t be learning languages in the future, and how forming
cooperatives is like falling in love and having children.
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